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9.119 Business plan for Brighton to
become the 51st Vanguard scheme in
England Brighton Vanguard Group to establish Community Care Centres
(CCCs) and Community Homes (CHs) in Brighton and Hove under public sector
contract
By John Kapp, 22, Saxon Rd Hove BN3 4LE, 01273 417997, References thus (9.118) refer to
papers on section 9 of www.reginaldkapp.org.
1 Summary of what we are offering under this business plan
This paper confirms the proposal that I made verbally at the Big Conversation event at Brighton
Dome on 4.7.17 to Dr David Supple (chairman of the Clinical Commissioning group, CCG) and his
staff and others, and amplify the leaflet that I distributed at that event (see Appendix 1). It is for
the City of Brighton and Hove to become the 51st Vanguard site in England, by commissioning a
pilot trial of at least one Community Care Centre in the city. The business case for this is set out in
9.117 Business case for a pilot trial Community CCC at 86, Church Rd Hove BN3 2EB (opposite
Hove town hall, now called ‘Essence’)
Summarising, we (the Brighton Vanguard group, which is seeking a licence as a potential Multispecialist Community Provider – MCP) offer to treat about 100 vulnerable patients (including
addicts and homeless) annually on GP prescription voucher with an evidence-based intervention
for one day per week for 10 weeks at a tariff price of £3,000 per satisfied client, so the cost would
be £300,000 pa, for which we would employ open book accounting, to protect the taxpayer.
This paper is also a draft business plan for those people already in our Vanguard group, (and
others who might join us) to prepare for the negotiation to be awarded this pilot trial. As
described in paper 9.117, we would rent an office and group rooms in Essence, and employ about
12 staff, as follows: 1 manager, 1 deputy manager (who would be mentor advisors), 2 MBCT
facilitators, 2 assistant MBCT facilitators, 1 mentor co-ordinator, 1 assistant mentor coordinator, 1
receptionist, 1 deputy receptionist, 1 administrator and 1 deputy administrator. They would
coordinate the work of many volunteers, and each work an average of 30 hours per week, 49
weeks pa, total 18,000 hpa, for £300,000, at an average rate of pay of £17 per hour. We would
recruit this staff mainly from the people that Vanguard and SECTCo (www.sectco.org.uk) have
trained. Please note that this summary has changed some aspects of papers 9.116 and 9.117, to
double the spend per client treated, and halve the number treated, to allow for the high cost of
peer support mentoring.
2 Recommendations
a) To leaders of the Health and Wellbeing Board and CCG: please consider this offer, and
respond with your comments to me.

b) To members of Vanguard and others who might be interested in joining us: please
register with me if you are potentially interested in applying for a job with Vanguard, giving
contact details, a CV, and specifying how you would contribute to our aims and objectives (see
annex 4 of 9.116, and annex 5 of 9.117)
3 What are the existing 50 Vanguard sites?
The existing 50 Vanguard sites were introduced by the government in the ‘5 Year Forward View’
(5YFV) published in Oct 2014. They are scattered around the 220 CCGs in England, and are given
£2mpa additional funding for 3 years from April 2015-18 to trial new models which deliver

whole-person care that responds to mental health, physical health, and social needs
together, particularly to people with complex and ongoing care needs (namely a vulnerable client
group, including addicts and rough sleepers).
The Kings Fund produced an evaluation report in May 2017 entitled: ‘Mental health and new
models of care. Lessons from the Vanguards.’ However, they found that none of the 50 sites had
made much progress with the aims of the 5YFV Mental Health (published 2016) to date (9.118)
This failure gives our Brighton Vanguard an opportunity to jump in and offer to create a 51st
Vanguard, to do what NHS England has specified. At the Big conversation event on 4.7.17, in a
group of about 30, I grabbed the mic and made this offer to the chairman of the CCG (Dr David
Supple, the chief accountability officer (Adam Doyle), the director of Adult Social Care (Rob
Persey) and other leaders.
4 What is a Multi-specialist Community Provider (MCP)?
The 50 Vanguard sites are trialling 5 different new models of care, one of which is the Multispecialist Community Provider (MCP) which we in the Brighton Vanguard aspire to be, as we are
all social entrepreneurs who aspire to provide services for the community, by the community. We
would provide all the co-determinants of health and wellbeing in one building (called a Community
Care Centre (CCC) which would be a one stop shop for the following services: talking therapy in
the form of the NICE recommended Mindfulness Based Cognitive therapy (MBCT) 10 week course,
psycho education courses, teaching clients how to look after themselves better, bodyfulness
meditations to teach them how to listen to their bodies, detoxification and rehabilitation, peer
support mentoring from former clients who are recovering from addiction, volunteering
opportunities to recover their self esteem, housing advice and support to engage in creation of
hostels from empty properties.
Although most of these services are available for a few lucky patients in the city, they are
fragmented and scattered, and are not co-ordinated or integrated. Addicts and homeless people
are often excluded from accessing them, or they are of such short duration (such as detox) that
they relapse on completion, so go round in a revolving door. Brighton Vanguard would enable
them to stay in the system for at least the duration of the pilot (3 years)
5 Why should Brighton Vanguard be any better than the other 50 Vanguards?
Brighton Vanguard is a bottom up, community led organisation, (a federation of many such) so is
a genuine Multi-speciality Community Provider. (MCP) I don’t know the other CCGs who are the
MCPs in the Vanguard scheme, but if they are like Brighton and Hove CCG, they are a top down

organisation, who are paternalistically looking down on patients and the public, so cannot relate
effectively to ordinary people and patients, particularly addicts and rough sleepers whom they
judge as resistant to treatment etc, so there is no dialogue, or healing between them. The
outcome is that those vulnerable citizens do not access effective interventions, and the doctors
and nurses in primary care burn out and seek early retirement. The Brighton Vanguard seeks to
end this division into ‘them and us’ and all work together in a new MCP model of care that works
for everyone equally.
6 Better Care Fund
The Better Care Fund legislation (July 2013) originally provided £3.6 bnpa nationally (£20 mpa in
Brighton and Hove) from April 2015 for Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) supported by
Health and Wellbeing Boards (HWBs) of Local Authority Councils to provide a better mental health
service which effectively treats chronically depressed and addicted people (personified as Rachel
(65, depressed and in sheltered accommodation) and Dave (40, alcoholic and homeless) in
Community Care Centres.
However, I recently (13.6.17) discovered (9.118) that no Rachels nor Daves have yet been treated
with the better care that Parliament funded, not just in our city, but anywhere in England,
which is a scandal. However, it gives our Brighton Vanguard Group (BVG) the opportunity to bid
for public sector contracts to do so, under the BCF legislation, and/or the Vanguard scheme.
This years (2017/18) BCF allocation includes the extra money for Social Care awarded under the
March budget, and is £5.1 bn nationally (£25m to our city) and next year is (2018/19) is £5.6 bn
(£28m to our city) so nobody can say that the NHS haven’t got the money to treat Rachel and
Dave effectively.
7 Context of this proposal and business plan
This business plan is written in response to Clare Kennedy’s 6 week course ending 6.7.17 entitled:
‘The community connections programme. An introduction to Social Entrepreneurialism.’ I am
struck by the fact that everybody on the course (about 8) is in recovery from addiction, and wants
to work together with others to form Social Enterprise companies to help vulnerable people to
recover and fulfil their potential. Rather than boasting of our achievements, there is a general
recognition that we are all in the same boat, on a journey of discovery of ourselves, and that we
all need the help of others to continue on our path.
I had this revelation 7 years ago, and founded the Social Enterprise Complementary Therapy
Company (SECTCo) (www.sectco.org.uk) whose strapline is ‘medication to meditation’. We offer
NICE recommended Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) 10 week courses and
supporting meditations for a day per week for 10 weeks. To date, we have run 40 courses for 300
people, and have bid for a pilot trial for £300,000pa at 187b Portland Rd Hove, and/or at 86,
Church Rd Hove (9.116 and 9.117) which is the basis for this bid for\ Brighton and Hove to
become the 51st Vanguard scheme in England.
Hitherto, the NHS have not been open to commissioning complimentary therapy, and have coldshouldered me, and ignored the 100 papers I have written for them. However, yesterday (4.7.17)
they held a ‘Big Conversation’ morning, which was a sea change from all previous consultation
events, as they seemed to be really listening (rather than previously paternalistically telling us to

‘keep taking the pills.’) I talked to all the leaders in the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) who
told us that over the next 6 months they need to finalise their plans (called Sustainability and
Transformation Plans, STPs) for rolling out in every GP surgery from April 2019, (21 months time)
I distributed about 100 leaflets (see appendix 1)
I have written specifications (9.112) for what they should do to create a new mental health
service according to the Vanguard model, and yesterday, I publicly gave them permission to cut
and paste my work into their plans without attribution. (see appendix 2) This draft business plan
sets out my stall for negotiating a contract for a pilot trial, and asks you whether you want to
come on board Vanguard to help. (The Vanguard is a vehicle - ‘umbrella’ body- which can contain
any social enterprise that seeks our purpose, aims and objectives, see annex 4 of 9.116)
8 Assumptions behind this business plan
a) That Brighton and Hove Council and CCG agree to set up the 51st Vanguard new mental health
care pilot in our city, and fund it for around £300,000 pa on the lines of our bids (9.116,
9.117).
b) That we (our Vanguard group) are invited to negotiate a contract to establish at least one
Community Care Centre (CCC) in Hove for at least 3 years, (as the 50 other pilots)
9 What is the Brighton Vanguard Group?
Vanguard was set up in March 2017 as a federation (umbrella group) of organisations who have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) that they will co-operate (not compete) with each
other to bid for public sector contracts (Council and NHS) to provide interventions to help
vulnerable people to detoxify, recover and rehabilitate from addiction and mental sickness in the
city of Brighton and Hove. The founder members are John Kapp of Social Enterprise
Complementary Therapy company (SECTCo) Clare Kennedy of Kennedy Street CIC
(www.kenedystreetcic.org ) kennedystreetcic@gmail.com and Paul Apps and Danny Agar of Kozia
(www.kozia.org) We are seeking additional members, and are open to anyone, and any
organisation who supports our vision, mission, purpose, aim and objects, as set out in our draft
constitution dated 17.4.17, and published in annex 5 of 9.116.
10 What effective treatments do the NHS presently prescribe for addicts?
Virtually none, (9.118) as hitherto, patients have been required to be clean and dry before they
are even eligible to be treated with talking therapies. This amounts to refusing to treat them
effectively, because if they were clean and dry they would not require treatment for addiction.
(They may have been ‘treated’ with drugs – such as antidepressants – but these do not even
claim to cure addiction or depression, but just mask the symptoms, as ‘chemical coshes’).
11 What about the Council policy of ending the need for rough sleeping by 2020?
This admirable policy was adopted in Dec 2015, but it requires the NHS to treat and cure rough
sleepers from their addiction and mental sickness, so that they can self regulate sufficiently to
comply with the rules of a housing association or hostel. However, the CCG has not yet even
designed an effective care pathway to treat Rachel and Dave, which is why I am still
campaigning that they should, and campaigning for them to accept SECTCo’s intervention.

However, there is now great pressure on the CCG to do so by 1.4.19. When they do, Vanguard
need to be ready to provide it, hence this business plan.
12 Why haven’t the CCG treated addicts?
Because effective treatment for addiction requires more than the therapy services that NHS
alone can provide, namely community support, housing, education, and employment,
collectively known as the ‘co-determinants of health and wellbeing’. These services are
the responsibility of the Council. From 1948 to 2012, the NHS was in a separate silo to Local
Authority Councils, being responsible direct to the Department of Health nationally. This
independence was known as the ‘democratic deficit’ in health. The Health and Social Care Act
2012 legislated to fill that deficit, and place the responsibility for the health budget (£400 mpa in
the city) under the direct control of the Council, just as Social Care always was. Now, both health
and social care budgets are integrated, and delegated to the statutory responsibility of the 5
councillors on the Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) which includes the CCG leaders.
13 Why haven’t the HWB enforced that the NHS treat addicts?
Because the councillors haven’t yet asserted their statutory responsibility, and called the CCG to
account (as required by the HWB terms of reference). Health is a specialised area, with many
problems (‘can of worms’), with which councillors do not want to have to deal. However, the crisis
in primary care is now so acute that public pressure is forcing them to do so, as described below.
14 What are the opportunities for Vanguard to get contracts to help vulnerable
citizens?
There are opportunities for Vanguard to help the CCG to:
a) Draft a new care pathway to treat addiction (such as SECTCo’s intervention, 9.91).
b) Draft the tender documents to procure providers of treatments (9.112).
c) Bid and win contracts (such as licences) to provide effective treatments for addicts (9.116).
d) Apply for and get jobs and careers with new providers of these new services for addicts.
15 What have you and SECTCo achieved to date?
Since 2010, on behalf of SECTCo, I have campaigned for the NHS to offer effective treatment for
addicts and other vulnerable people under the mission statement of ‘medication to meditation’. I
have written many papers (published on section 9 of www.reginaldkapp.org) for the new care
pathway to include meditation courses (such as the Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT)
8 week course, and supporting meditations (such as dynamic, kundalini, and family
constellations). This is hereafter called ‘SECTCo’s intervention’ (9.91).
16 Does SECTCo’s intervention work for addicts?
Yes. I trialled this intervention for donations for the last 7 years in various venues in the city,
including a rented a shop at 3, Boundary Rd Hove from 2012-15, which I called a Community Care
Centre (CCC) as called for in the BCF legislation. I also trialled a licencing scheme (9.112) for
would-be providers (such as SECTCo and Vanguard) to get contracts, and be paid for providing

this intervention against prescription vouchers (as pharmacies are paid for providing drugs on
prescription) Over 300 vulnerable people received SECTCo’s intervention in 40 MBCT courses, and
4 out of 5 reported beneficial outcomes, and some made dramatic recovery from severe addiction
(9.101).
17 Has the NHS (CCG) accepted my proposals?
Not yet. Hitherto, the CCG and HWB have maintained a concerted policy of non-engagement
with me, by not replying to my emails, (nor even acknowledging receipt, so that they could
pretend that they had never received them) This is a well known tactic of denial and avoidance of
problems, which was adopted in Rotherham for decades by the police and councillors to cover up
mass sexual exploitation of women by Muslim men, until this scandal was exposed several years
ago. However, the CCG seem to be changing this policy, as the chairman (Dr David Supple) met
me on 13.6.17, as described on 9.118 entitled ‘Saving the toxic NHS by waking up dead doctors
and councillors’.
18 What outcome did you get from this meeting?
He seemed suspicious of me, and I tried to assure him that I am on his side as a critical friend,
helping him to solve the problems of the CCG. However, he appears to be listening more
attentively than his predecessor, and has attended several meetings since, so I am hopeful that
the CCG under him will change for the better, and drop their traditional paternalistic manner.
19 What belief systems underlie these issues?
As a doctor, David Supple is part of a battle of conflicting ideas between adherents of the old
medical model of treating the body only under paternalism (‘doctor knows best, so keep
taking the pills’). The NHS and medical profession adopted this to good effect for physical
ailments, (broken legs etc) However, for mental sickness (broken hearts, etc) all they have is
drugs, (such as antidepressants) which don’t even claim to work, but have side effects which
make patients keep coming back, overwhelming primary care service (GP surgeries and A&E), and
making the NHS so toxic that nobody wants to work in it. Our city is the worst NHS in the country,
with our Royal County hospital and CCG judged inadequate and in special measures, 7 surgeries
already closed, and 5 more at high risk of closure. Most GPs are thinking of taking early
retirement. One I know (because he is on the CCG board) only works one day per week.
20 What about ‘evidence-based medicine’?
Science has rejected the medical model in favour of the bio psycho social model (body mind,
environment determines behaviour) and Parliament has changed the paradigm (underlying belief
system) and culture accordingly. However, the medical trade unions (BMA, Unison) are trying to
protect their 1.4 m existing jobs, and Big Pharma their £17 bnpa market. However, only 12% of
drugs are evidenced to be effective, so medication is clearly a sunset industry, whereas we in
Vanguard represent the sunrise one of meditation, (which has an evidence base going back
thousands of years) so it is only a matter of time before our ideas will prevail.
21 What about the politics of health?
Peter Kyle MP for Hove replied to my Vanguard manifesto (9.114) for a better mental health
service (22.4.17) as ‘fantastic’, and is now backing, so we can count on his support. Caroline

Lucas has supported my campaign in the past. The new MP for Kemptown (Lloyd Russel-Moyle) is
Labour, so I therefore think that we can count on the support of all our MPs in the city. There is
also a huge interest in mindfulness in Parliament, with the publication of the ‘Mindful Nation UK’
report (Oct 2015) However, local councillors now control how the public money is spent in the
city, and we need to persuade them to actively support our campaign for a 51st Vanguard trialling
a Community Care Centre that is a mental health A&E open 24/7. A factor to be considered is the
health unions (Unison) who are concerned to preserve existing jobs, and may see us as a threat.
However, the Conservatives on the council are not subject to this pressure.
22 What about the politics of homelessness?
Both main parties are actively engaged to end the need for homelessness. The last Conservative
government passed the Homelessness Act in March 2017. The Conservative Party manifesto
pledged to halve rough sleeping by 2022, and eliminate it by 2027, by setting up a new
homelessness reduction taskforce and piloting a Housing First approach. The Labour Party
manifesto committed to a new national plan to end rough sleeping within the next parliament, and
make 4,000 additional homes reserved for people with a history of rough sleeping and safeguard
funding for homeless hostels and supported housing.
23 How much is the health and social care budget in our city?
The social care budget has just been increased from the Chancellor’s spring budget, of which our
city will get about an extra £40mpa, increasing its budget from £160 mpa to £200mpa. The health
budget is nearly £400mpa, so their combined budget for 2017/18 is around £600mpa. If spent in
the way we have been advocating, this is adequate to dramatically improve public health, and
reduce inequalities.
24 Who control the health and social care budgets?
The Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) controls this combined budget, making it the biggest
budget holding committee of the council. This committee is under the voting control of 5
councillors (Daniel Yates, chairman, (Labour, Bevendean) Karin Barford, deputy chairman,
(Labour, Queens Park) Nick Taylor, opposition spokesman, (Conservative, Withdean) Dawn
Barnett, (Conservative, Hangleton), Dick Page, (Green, Hannover and Elm Grove) Caroline Penn
(non voting Labour, Hollingdean and Stanmer) Other members (non voting) include Dr David
Supple (chairman CCG) Adam Doyle (chief executive CCG) Rob Persey (director of adult social
care) Peter Wilkinson (director of public health)
25 How can we influence the HWB to treat addicts?
Councillors need to get elected every 4 years, so are amenable to being lobbied by citizens (unlike
officers, who are appointed for life). I have been a political activist (Conservative) locally since
1974, and was an elected councillor from 1995-99. I know most of the councillors, and have been
lobbying them by email, phone, going to their surgeries, and by asking public questions at their
meetings. I urge you in Vanguard to do the same, as only they have the power to change the way
the health and social care budget is spent on treatments, which have to be commissioned,
procured and provided by public sector contract in the city, of which Vanguard is seeking a pilot.
26 Who are the most important councillors for Vanguard to lobby?

Their details are shown on the Council website, www.brightonhove.gov.uk/councillors/committees. Labour has 23 (so form the Council’s administration),
Conservatives have 20 (so form the opposition), and Greens have 11, (total 54) The leader of the
Council is Warren Morgan, who is a union official (GMB) and I have never had any response from
him to my emails. The deputy leader is Gill Mitchell, who used to be a nurse, and is friendly to me,
and responds to my emails. However, she is subject to the Labour party whip on the NHS, which
is controlled by the trade unions (Unison). The leader of the Conservative Group has just changed
from Geoffrey Theobald to Tony Janio (Hangleton) and deputy leader Lee Wares (Patcham) who
have agreed to engage with me and my campaign, as they are preparing a manifesto for the next
council elections in May 2019. They want to win control of the Council and know that improving
the NHS is the biggest issue for the electorate.
27 What line should the Vanguard members take with councillors?
Our city has the worst NHS in England, and has the biggest homelessness problem outside
London. My line is ‘we have only one way we can go, upwards. Give us £300,000 pa for a pilot
trial of our Community Care Centre, and we could become a beacon for the country’.
If the Conservatives take up our campaign (as I believe they probably soon will) the Greens will
probably follow us, giving us a majority on the HWB. Rather than risk losing seats in 2019 by
making this a political football, Daniel Yates (who is a physiotherapist working for the NHS in W
Sussex) may break the union whip, and give all party support for our 51st Vanguard site
campaign. This would force the hand of any reluctant doctors on the CCG, as they can be called to
account by the HWB.
28 How do you see our campaign developing?
7 GP practices have already closed, and 5 are at risk. The public are fed up with the crisis in
primary care, as evidenced by angry people in the public gallery of every meeting of the CCG and
HWB, who can’t get GP appointments for 3 weeks, or can’t find a GP who will take them on. We
in the Vanguard offer a solution which is fully in line with the NHS England Five Year Forward
View Mental Health (2016) which requires that new care pathways be co-designed and coproduced with community leaders, and third sector providers (charitable, and social enterprise,
non-profit organisations) as we in Vanguard are. However, we should recognise that there are
formidable forces against us. I analyse this below in the SWOT test (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) .
29 Vanguard’s strengths as potential providers of services to vulnerable clients
As described by every speaker at the first session (1.6.17) of Clare Kennedy’s 6 week course (‘The
Community Connections programme. An introduction to social entrepreneurialism’) we in
Vanguard represent those who have recovered from previous addictions. We therefore can
speak to clients in a way that they can understand, and thereby connect with them in a loving
way (heart and soul) which is essential in healing. This is a strength that any would-be healer
must have, as in the Biblical adage ‘physician heal thyself’. This gives us a huge advantage
over the medical staff in GP surgeries and A&E, who generally cannot display this, because they
work in a toxic system which makes healing almost impossible. This is why nobody wants to be a
GP (getting more than £100,000pa) or a nurse (9% of nursing positions are unfilled, and some
foreign nurses are going home because of Brexit, leaving an increasing vacuum)

30 Vanguard’s weaknesses as potential providers of services to vulnerable clients
From the CCG’s perception, they cannot trust us with a £300,000 pa contract to deliver a NHS
service to treat vulnerable clients because:
a) Individually, we have a history as addicts, who may relapse, and may become incapable of
fulfilling the terms and conditions of a contract.
b) We are a loose collection of individuals, who are fragmented and disorganised.
c) Collectively, we have no track record of success in working in organisations, or getting
contracts hitherto.
d) Collectively, we have no premises, nor any visible means of support.
31 How can we overcome our weaknesses?
We need to show the CCG that they can trust us with a contract to deliver a NHS service to treat
vulnerable clients because:
a) Vanguard pledge to become a team of people who would contract to work together.
b) If and when any one individual member of us relapses, or falls ill, we pledge to cover for them,
so that the service that we contract to provide will continue seamlessly.
c) Clare brought us together and organised us, and we will continue to follow her leadership as
long as she wants.
d) Individually, many of us have track records of working successfully in organisations, and
getting and fulfilling contracts successfully.
e) Individually we have premises, and visible means of support. For example, I and my wife,
Phoebe Wyss, own our home at 22, Saxon Rd Hove and 86, Church Rd Hove, which is
currently let to Essence until 2023, but which has 12 public rooms for hire on a long or short
term basis, which Vanguard and SECTCo could use by arrangement (9.117).
32 Why haven’t complementary therapists and third sector (non-profit) organisation
formed federal (umbrella) bodies like Vanguard before to bid for NHS contracts?
Because they are busy competing with each other for crumbs off the rich man’s table. They fail to
see the public services (NHS, Council, etc) as a potential source of public money, much of which is
presently misspent on drugs, which do more harm than good. Vanguard seeks to change this
attitude by collaborating to get contracts to provide better services, so that we can all get good
careers for life as ‘Allied Health Professionals’.
33 How can we overcome our weaknesses?
By practicing meditation. I had my epiphany (vision moment) of this Vanguard scheme 8 years
ago (18.6.2009) at a NHS health fair, which transformed me from a campaigner to a potential
provider (‘be the change you want’ as Ghandi said). Since then, I have continuously sought to
collaborate with many others who share my vision but they seem to have a instinctive policy of

non engagement (as the CCG and HWB do) seeing every other therapist (like me) and social
enterprise (like SECTCo) as a rival, and threat to their source of clients and income.
34 Vanguard’s opportunities as potential providers of services to vulnerable clients
We now have the opportunity to bid to be the 51st Vanguard trial of a new care pathway to treat
and cure vulnerable citizens like Rachel and Dave, which central government wants the Councils
and CCGs to do, for which they have allocated sufficient public money. The BCF gets £20 mpa
for 5 years (2015/20) and the 50 Vanguard sites each get £2mpa for 3 years (2015/18). Our
proposal only asks for £300,000 pa for 3 years (2017/20) to trial SECTCo at one Community Care
Centre for a cluster of GP surgeries. However, each of the 6 clusters should have one, so if they
did, it would take nearly £2mpa, making a much better trial. This would require a staff of about
80, and we in Vanguard should prepare ourselves to bid for this, if asked.
35 Vanguards threats as potential providers of services to vulnerable clients
The biggest threat to us in Vanguard is the belief that the NHS will never change to allow the likes
of us complimentary therapists to be given a licence, and be paid to treat addicts. This has
hitherto caused many supporters of SECTCo’s campaign to get discouraged, and give up trying.
36 What is Vanguard’s vision?
Vanguard’s vision is a new care pathway addressing and coordinating all the 6 co-determinants of
mental health and wellbeing, (housing, isolationism, education, peer support, nutrition, and
employment) in the following 6 parts.
37 Vanguard vision part 1: Housing.
Provision of a safe and secure roof over the head of all vulnerable people that apply for it. They
would live in community houses, co-created by the occupants as religious communities did in
former days, but supported not by the Church but by the Council, who have many empty buildings
(such as Sussex House). There are also many redundant churches, industrial and commercial
stock, which could be converted for their use. Local examples where this has been successfully
done are Emmaus, in North Portslade, and St Patricks night shelter in Cambridge Rd, Hove.
38 Vanguard vision part 2: Community Care Centres
These are ‘independent treatment centres’ like the one at Haywards Health that was
established a decade ago to reduce the waiting time to 18 weeks for surgery for physical problems
(like hip replacements). However, the Community Care Centres would only treat mental
sickness, so would be the equivalent of mental A&Es, open 24/7 for crisis care. They would be
located conveniently, near every GP surgery, as we are hoping to trial at 187b Portland Rd Hove,
on behalf of Wish Park surgery, and at 86, Church Rd Hove on behalf of Brighton Health and
Wellbeing Centre.
They would also be located wherever there is an accumulation of vulnerable people, such as in
social housing flats, in public offices for the use of the staff, in schools, universities, hospitals,
prisons, probation centres, etc, They would be staffed by paid facilitators and administrators,
assisted by volunteers, who would provide a loving community to create the conditions for
healing, as described elsewhere.

39 Vanguard vision part 3: Programme of psycho education and healing interventions
The purpose of Vanguard’s intervention is to help clients to detoxify from addiction, by giving
them an alternative structure to their days, namely meeting in classes of others to learn how to
look after themselves better, so they need less public services. The following programme of
various meditation techniques has been trialled by SECTCo since 2010 on hundreds of clients, who
were able to pick and mix as they choose. Most found effective benefits, and some made
spectacular recoveries. Vanguard would provide the following programme of meditations every
day of the week according to the demand in class sizes of between 5 and 15.
a) 8-9am dynamic (music and movement including catharsis to empty the garbage can).
b) 9.30-12am Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) 10 week course.
c) 12-1pm kundalini (music and movement to embody what has been learned).
d) 2-5pm family constellation group to heal family patterns and turn hate into love.
e) 6-7pm kundalini.
f) 7-930pm MBCT evening class for those at work in the day.
We would also like to experiment with other supportive activities which other organisations have
provided, such as singing classes, yoga classes, cookery classes, acting and drama classes, make
do and mend classes, community walks, litter clearing, gardening in local parks, and other
activities.
40 Vanguard vision part 4: Peer support buddies
All vulnerable citizens that want one would be allocated a buddy (peer support worker) who had
themselves recovered from addiction, so would help them to stay dry, and access the meditations
and other services. This system would be co-designed by charities that provide this service, such
as Kennedy Street, St Mungos, Groundswell
41 Vanguard vision part 5: Provision of healthy food for all
The above community houses and the Community Care Centres would have communal kitchens
and dining areas, like cafes, where healthy and nourishing food (not junk) would be cooked and
provided for anyone turning up, for subsidized affordable prices. They would be staffed by a few
paid employees, assisted by volunteers.
42 Vanguard vision part 6: Provision of employment to teach the work ethic
The above communal houses and Community Care Centres would not be like existing surgeries or
hospitals, where patients are passive recipients of services, but places where everyone is
working at a job. They would thus be more like the monasteries and convents of old, or sailing
ships at sea, that carry crew, not passengers.
The addicts (clients) would thus have a safe space and supportive environment in which to
detox and stay dry and clean. They would be expected to work on themselves by attending and
doing the programme of active meditations, as an alternative structure to their lives, (rather
than hanging around on street corners, getting stoned) so they can rehabilitate to a work ethic.

When ready, they would be expected to volunteer for jobs in the houses and cafes, so that their
self esteem would gradually increase. This system would be self sustaining, and self regulating, as
recruiting to the paid positions would mainly be from former service users.
43 How would providers (such as Vangard) be paid for their services?
The licence agreement issued by the Council and CCG would be an outcome based contract,
specifying the tariff rates (as for taxis) for each service rendered. The tariff rates would be
negotiated at first, to make sure that they are fair to both parties, and are sustainable, such as
the following, as a guideline starting point:
a) £1,000 per patient satisfactorily completing a MBCT course and supporting meditations for
1 day per week for 10 weeks totalling 75 hours tuition.
b) £10 per berth night in a bus.
c) £100 per peer support worker per day.
d) £100 per client bed night spent in a dry house.
Standards would be maintained by competition between licencees, (as pharmacies do) and by
clients being required to sign certificates saying that the services they received were
satisfactory (like the friends and family test). Providers would present these certificates to the
commissioners (CCG) a month in arrears, and be paid within a month, as pharmacies are
reimbursed for drugs. The paid staff would be paid from the proceeds, on an incentive
scheme. The rates are intended to give about £15 per hour on average.
44 Typical maximum capacity day at a Community Care Centre (CCC) with café
0745 Annie (receptionist) arrives and opens up. Clients start arriving for dynamic meditation, and
she takes their names, and adds them to the register, as she does for the rest of the day. As this
is a long (14 hour) day, she will change shift at 1500 hrs to Belinda (deputy receptionist). They
will record all attendances at events, and number of meals served, for an audit trail.
0745 John (MBCT facilitator) and Kelly (assistant MBCT facilitator) arrive.
0755 John introduces dynamic to the 10 clients present, and starts the CD at 0800.
0815 Bill (chef) arrives with Joe and Naomi (volunteers), and they get breakfast ready, using food
donated the day before from Sainsbury’s Local and Co-op.
0900 Dynamic finishes. Breakfast is served for 5 staff and 10 clients.
0915 Clare (manager) arrives and sets up advice centre in the office. During the day, she sees 8
clients, makes 20 phone calls, writes 15 emails, signposting clients to other services, (see annex
7) sorting out benefit claims, bank accounts, etc etc.
0930 John and Kelly lead 12 clients in session 7 of a 10 week MBCT class.
1030 Coffee break for the MBCT class, Bill puts our mugs, and helps clients serve themselves.
1100 MBCT class resumes

1115 3 volunteers arrive to help Bill in the kitchen to prepare lunch.
1200 Class finishes, kundalini starts, with 14 people, led by Geoff (meditation leader) and Yvonne
(volunteer)
1300 Kundalini finishes, Bill serves lunch to 18 people, including 5 homeless, who spread out on to
the pavement seats, as the weather is nice. 4 more volunteers do the clearing up and washing up.
1400 John leads family constellation group for 8 clients
1500 Tea break. Volunteers help with making the tea, and washing up.
1530 Group resumes
1700 group finishes,
1715 Sally (meditation leader) and Charlie (volunteer) arrive to set up for evening classes.
1720 Josh (chef) and Elsie and Daisy (volunteers) arrive to prepare supper.
1725 Evening class of 14 arrives
1730-1830 Sally and Charlie lead kundalini for 14 clients.
1830 Josh, Elsie and Daisy serve supper to 20 clients and staff.
1900 Marilyn (MBCT facilitator) and Don (assistant facilitator) lead a MBCT course session 4 to a
class of 14.
1930 Fred and Elspeth (volunteers) arrive bringing food donated from Sainsburys local and Coop,
and store it in fridges for tomorrow.
2000 Coffee break. Volunteers help with serving and clearing up.
2030 Class resumes
2130 Class finishes, all go home, except 2 volunteers who clear up, hoover the carpets, lock up
and and go home at 2230.
45 Summary of the activity that day
Annie and Belinda (receptionists) have recorded the attendance of 54 (10 staff and 44 clients) and
the consumption of 53 meals (15 breakfasts, 18 lunches, 20 suppers)
As this is the maximum capacity of the centre, assuming that the average annual rate of activity is
half the maximum, in the year the Centre would have provided 10,000 meditations (each 1-3
hours long) to clients and served 10,000 meals. Assuming that the clients were the 300
individuals that we intended to treat, then each client would have received 8 days of 4 meditations
per day, totalling 32 meditations, over 75 hours of tuition, which is the intervention intended.
46 Sign posting to other socially prescribed interventions
Clare (Vanguard’s manager) would help homeless clients to access other services available, as
described below.

a) Accessing benefits. Rough sleepers are entitled to benefits, which are paid into their bank
account. However, this is a catch 22, as they cannot open a bank account without an address. We
would allow clients to use the address of the CCC that they attend, or the CH in which they stay,
as their address, and help them to apply for benefits.
b) Providing peer support mentors (buddies) While clients are detoxing from addiction, they
may need support in the form of a buddy, who sees them every day, and accompanies them to
appointments, such as the above interventions. Vanguard includes organisations who provide
buddies, and help them to access these services.
c) Housing We would help homeless clients to find hostel and other accommodation, such as
Emmaus, St Patricks. The Council have 21 empty buildings which they are considering making
available for the homeless (such as Sussex House) and Vanguard would like to collaborate our
efforts to find suitable solutions.
d) GP and councillor support Our CCCs would be near surgeries, so GPs could easily talk to
Clare about getting the support for clients that they need. We could also offer the same service to
our MPs and councillors, who sometimes get requests of this nature, with which we could help to
solve.
e) Housing projects We are aware of projects to use redundant churches (such as St Leonard’s
Aldrington) for hostels, also in containers, on boats and buses, so we would facilitate these
initiatives.
f) Airbnb-like rooms in private homes. Vanguard are considering setting up a scheme like
Airbnb or fostering, by which homeless clients could be given vouchers (worth perhaps £20-30 per
night) with which to pay for a room in a private home. This would help residents who are only just
managing to augment their income, and reduce their isolation, so would have a double benefit to
society.
47 What is a typical day at a big Community Home Centre (CHC) with about 30 beds?
0700 Chef gets up and makes breakfast for the residents and staff.
0730 -0830 Breakfast served for 40 residents and visiting non residents (soup kitchen)
0830 Manager allocates residents to Community Care Centres (CCCs) for courses, volunteering,
peer support mentors, who collect their mentee and depart for CCCs (as described in the other
Vanguard manifesto, see paper 9.114 of www.reginaldkapp.org ).
0900 Chef appoints volunteers to do the chores, washing up breakfast, cleaning, collecting food
from local supermarkets and restaurants, preparing lunch.
1000 and rest of day. Duty manager arranges for relocation of his residents to more appropriate
accommodation. Administrator logs the changes, and fills in the paperwork.
1300 Chef serves lunch to 40 residents and non residents.
1400 Chef supervises volunteers in washing up, cleaning, collecting food from local supermarkets
and restaurants, preparing supper.

1800 Chef serves supper to 40 residents and non residents.
1900 Chef supervises volunteers in washing up, cleaning.
2300 And throughout the night. Police bring in new residents who they have picked up drunk or
drugged, or who have been referred from A&E. Duty manager logs them in, and gives them a
bed.
48 How many staff would a big CHC with 30 beds need?
•

A manager, and 3 deputy managers, as one has to be on duty 24/7 (168 hours per week).

•

A chef and 1 deputy chefs, as one has to be on duty from 0700-1900 (12 hours) 7 days per
week (84 hours per week)

•

An administrator and 1 deputy administrator, as one has to be on duty from 0900-1900 (10
hours) 7 days per week (70 hours per week)

49 What would be the annual cost of a big CHC of 30 beds?
•

4 managers at £20 per hour, (£40kpa) = £160kpa,

•

2 administrators at £10 per hour (£20kpa) = £40kpa.

•

Total salaries £200kpa.

•

Cost of electricity, gas, water, telephone, broadband, rates, etc, say £40kpa.

•

Total annual cost £240kpa.

50 What would be the cost per rough sleeper accommodated?
Assuming that the annual occupancy of the Community Home (CHs) is 50% of the number of
beds licenced, namely 366day per year X0.5 = 183days per year X30 beds per CH = 5,500 bed
nights pa occupied per CH. The annual cost per bed is £240kpa/30 = £8kpa, and the daily cost
per bed occupied would then be £240kpa/5,500 = £44. This may sound expensive, but if the
present average annual cost per rough sleeper is £50kpa in public sector costs of hospital
admissions and criminal justice, the saving to the council would be £40kpa.
51 What would the tariff rates to licencees who provide this CHC service?
•

Bed for a night in a Community home would be £44, so the CHC would break even if they were
paid this, and achieved a 50% annual occupancy rate.

•

Peer support mentoring would be provided at £100 per day, which would be paid to the
mentors, who would be a recovered addicts, so knows how to relate to the client.

52 What would the tariff price be for hot meals?
Assuming that the food was obtained free from the surplus from supermarkets, the cost of
providing the meals would be the salaries of the 2 chefs at say £15 per hour, (£30kpa) = £60kpa.
Assuming that the tariff price for a hot lunch or supper is roughly the same as a café price of £6
per meal, they would have to provide £60kpa/6 = 10,000 meals pa to break even on the meals.

This is 10,000/365 = 28 meals per day, say 14 lunches and 14 suppers daily. If they provided
more meals than this, they would make a surplus. Open book accounting would be used, so that
what is spent would be transparent, to protect the taxpayer.
53 What would the tariff price be per bed night on the Social Prescription Voucher
Accommodation (SPVA)?
On the above basis, £44 per bed night and £6 for each hot meal (lunch and supper) = £56. A
book of 10 would cost the Council £560.
54 What is the existing equivalent to Brighton Vanguard?
There is no existing equivalent to Brighton Vanguard, because it seeks to be a Multi-speciality
community Provider (MCP) which has not yet benn trialled in England. However, the nearest
equivalent body I can think of is the charity ‘Change, grow live’ (www.cgl.org.uk) (formerly CRI,
Crime Reduction Initiative), which held the drug and alcohol service contract with the council until
2015, when Cranstoun / Pavilions took over. I have reproduced the CGL home page of their new
website in appendix 3, for comparison, as it shows their non-judgemental approach to addiction,
which is essential for any intervention to be successful, and contrasts with the present
interventions provided by our CCG, which need to change.
55 Conclusion
This paper sets out a draft business plan with the following purposes:
a) To recruit other social enterpreneurs to join our Vanguard group, and refine this plan.
b) To engage with councillors, and officers in the Council and CCG to negotiate a contract for
a pilot trial, which is independently evaluated, so that it could be incorporated into the
Sustainability and Transformation Plan for Sussex and E Surrey to commence in every GP
surgery throughout those counties from April 2019.
We welcome your comments, and remain available to engage with you at your convenience.
Apendix 1 Leaflet distributed at the Big Conversation event on Tues 4.7.17
Leaflet for the CCG at their Conversation event at Dome Cafe on Tuesday 4.7.17

Call to dead doctors walking to wake up!
By John Kapp, 22, Saxon Rd Hove BN3 4LE, 01273 417997, johnkapp@btinternet.com
Section 9 of www.reginaldkapp.org (numbers thus 9.91 are references to my papers)

1 What is wrong with today’s event?
a) It is a conversation, not a consultation
Today’s event was promised (1) as a consultation on the Sustainability and
Transformation Plans (STP) but it is just another conversation .

b) The time for conversations is over
The Mental Health Task Force consulted with over 20,000 patients in 2015, and
Parliament accepted their 58 recommendations in Feb 2016 as the ‘5 Year Forward
View Mental Health’ , and subsequent ‘ Implementation Plan’ published by NHS
England. This requires you (and the other 220 CCGs) to produce a plan, setting out the
redesign and detailed specification for new drug free treatments that you should
commission, procure, and provide in every GP surgery and A&E department throughout
England in 2019/20 (less than 2 year’s time).

c) You have failed to publish a Plan, on which to consult.
What you have published to date (2) is not a plan , but just bland statements of intent
(called ’Caring Together’). By failing to do what Parliament enacted , and NHS England
ordered you to do, you are wilfully subverting the will of Parliament, and breaking
the law again (9.80, 9.89, 9.118)

d) You have ignored all my previous submissions
In response to previous ‘consultations’, I have written 100 submissions giving
constructive solutions to the crisis in primary care, as published on my website, (section
9, www.reginaldkapp.org) However, you have neither listened to, nor heard me, but
ignored what I have said and written, justifying why I call you ‘dead doctors
walking’’.

e) You have changed ‘ Plan’ to ‘ Partnership ‘
To try to ‘justify’ your subversive disobedience and non-compliance with the law,
you have unilaterally changed the name endorsed by Parliament by calling the ‘P’ in
‘STP’ a ‘partnership’. This is clear evidence that you are trying to avoid taking your
statutory responsibility to NHS England to change the treatment of patients at
primary care level to interventions that work, (rather than drugs which don’t even claim
to cure the conditions for which they are prescribed), thereby perpetuating the toxic
NHS, in which nobody wants to be a GP or a nurse, which creates the crisis in primary
care.
PTO

2 What should you (Brighton and Hove CCG) now do?
a) Stop subverting, and obey the will of Parliament and the law.

Implement the 58 recommendations in the 5 Year Forward View Mental Health Forward View,
and the Better Care Fund legislation (9.118)

b) Spend the £25 mpa allocated by Parliament on Rachel and Dave.
Parliament has allocated £5.128 bn for 2017/18 to the Better Care Fund for health and social
care , and £5.617 bn for 2018/19. Brighton and Hove’s allocation is about 1/200th of this,
which is £25 mpa and £28 mpa respectively, which is intended to be spent on better care for
Rachel (65, depressed and in sheltered accommodation) and Dave (40, alcoholic and
homeless) but has not yet been spent on them (9.118) despite £40 m allocated to date.

c) Publish a proper Plan for the STP

Redesign the mental health care pathway with patients and the community, and
commission, procure and contract provision of evidenced based complimentary
treatments (such as yoga classes) that heal and cure patients from their mental health
conditions, contracted to therapists working in the private sector.

d) Work with Brighton and Hove City Council Health and Wellbeing Board to
implement my proposed alternative Vanguard licencing scheme which meets all the
requirements of the 5YFV because it addresses all the co-determinants of health and wellbeing
(housing, isolation, education, employment, etc) and provides peer support mentors, psychosocial education, and other drug free interventions (meditations) for Rachel and Dave, and
other vulnerable people, as detailed in my papers (9.118 etc)

e) Invest the £2mpa invested in the 50 official Vanguard sites in the alternative
Vanguard scheme, and pay it to licenced providers to annually treat 2,000 vulnerable patients
(including Rachel and Dave) with 75 hours of evidence based interventions on GP referral by
voucher prescription, at a tariff price of £1,000 per patient in Community Care Centres, as
called for in the Better Care Fund (BCF) legislation 2013. (9.103 and 9.114 etc)

f) Work with the councillors on the Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB)
The HWB have terms of reference requiring them to call you to account, which they so far
have failed to do. However, this omission does not allow you to subvert the will of Parliament,
or let you off the hook of doing what NHS England require you to do. Through the 5
councillors, you should work with the political parties. In Brighton and Hove, we have the best
political mix (with 2 Labour MPs and 1 Green MP, and a Labour led Council) to lead our NHS
out of our ignominious position of being the worst NHS in the country, and thereby be a
beacon for the rest of the country to follow.

References
1. Pledge made publicly at the Health and Wellbeing Board meeting on 13.6.17
2. ‘Implementing the General Practice Five Year Forward View’ dated March 2017.

Appendix 2 Correspondence following that event on 4.7.17.
5.7.17 Dear James Corrigan (Project manager, Caring Together programme, CCG)
I enjoyed our conversation yesterday, and would like to follow it up at your convenience. I am at
a 5 day conference in Chester Thurs to Tues 11th, but free after that. Please acknowledge receipt.
You can ring me on 01273 417997.
I met Anne Foster and Becky Jarvis and told them that they can copy and paste any of my work
without attribution, confirming it in the following e mail yesterday to Owen Floodgate, copied to
the councillors on the HWB:
4.7.17 Dear Owen
Please congratulate Dr David Supple and all the staff involved in todays event, which I much
enjoyed, and which seemed to mark a sea change in the way that you (CCG) handle public
involvement. For the first time ever, you seemed to be listening to us as equals (rather than
talking down to us in a paternalistic manner) My only criticism is that the councillors on the HWB
were not involved (except as members of the public) and I saw Daniel Yates and Dick Page were
there, who I am copying in.
I am pleased to see on the programme that you have a future event planned on 11th Sept, and
suggest that you invite the 5 councillors and the public health dept, to be part of your joint team,
so that the co-determinants of health (housing, employment, education, etc, as Council
responsibilities) can also be addressed and integrated into your STP.
In response to my exchange with Adam re STPartnership, (1e) of my yellow leaflet) I like the idea
that the 23 organisations involved in our STP see each other as partners, but I object to the
change of name from ‘Plan’, as the outcome of this ‘conversation’ by the end of 2017 should be a
detailed and costed Plan of the treatments that you are going to commission, procure and provide
through contracted providers from 1.4.19 in every GP surgery.
I attach a digital version of the leaflet I distributed, hoping that you will pass it on to David, Adam,
etc, with my compliments, hoping that they will respond to my points in due course. I hope that
your commissioners for mental health (such as Anne Foster) will copy and paste my proposed
licencing scheme for intervention into the Plan, without attributing it to me in any way, as by
publishing it, I am surrendering all my intellectual property rights to it.
Best wishes Yours John
I had the following reply later that morning:
5.7.17 Dear John

I enjoyed our conversation too and will give you a ring when you’re back from Chester so we can
set up a meeting. Have a safe trip and speak soon. James
Appendix 3 Comparison taken from Change Grow Live website

About us
Our service users
We work with people who want to change their lives for the better and achieve positive and
life-affirming goals.
We believe that everyone has the a to lead the best life they can. Our accessible services
empower people to improve their health and wellbeing and take control of the direction of
their lives.
Our areas of expertise include:
•

Substance misuse

•

Children and young people’s services

•

Family services

•

Accommodation & homelessness

•

Clinical services

•

Criminal justice
We always listen to our service users and review our outcomes to constantly develop and
improve what we do.

Our values
•

Focus – we focus on the service user as the way to achieve positive change for the
individual and community at large.

•

Empowerment - allows service users and employees to reach their full potential and
achieve their ambitions.

•

Social justice - a shared commitment as individuals and as an organisation.

•

Respect - for each person we engage, without reservation or judgement.

•

•

Passion – being driven by innovation and determination – to bring about the safest,
healthiest outcomes for individuals and communities.
Vocation - means our work is more than just a job.

Our approach

We combine a charitable ethos with sound business principles. Our rigorous approach means
we are financially stable and operate efficiently to achieve a good return on investment for
commissioners. We also aim to create added value by establishing sustainable local services,
training peer mentors to support others, setting-up social enterprises and supporting people
into education or employment.
Everything we do is underpinned by robust governance processes and we meet and exceed all
quality and safety standards. Our business systems guarantee the quality of our services and
the stability of our organisation but do not frustrate the creativity and innovation of our staff
or prevent us caring passionately about what we do.

Our people
Our staff work in integrated teams of health and social care professionals, peer mentors,
volunteers and service user representatives to offer service users options tailored to their
specific needs. Teams share ideas and inspire each other to do the best they possibly can for
every person who needs our support.
We provide an organisational framework that enables our staff to work to the best of their
abilities, with excellent training opportunities and inspirational managers who live and breathe
the values of our organisation.
Our staff care passionately about the people they empower and demonstrate our
organisational values in every aspect of their working lives. They are ambitious about the
outcomes our service users can achieve and persistent in their efforts to help everyone make
positive changes. They work with us because they want to be happy in their jobs and to make a
real difference.

Our outcomes
We are known for our effectiveness and are proud to be judged by our results. Our staff are
really successful at bringing about positive change and frequently achieve much better results
than similar services from other providers.

For example:
•

83% of families that left our family services last year had a positive outcome.

•

In our four mental health services, 95% of clients had a positive completion or were
transferred for further treatment last year.

•

Last year, eight out of ten young people leaving structured treatment had overcome
their substance misuse.

•

Fewer people returned to services for additional support after leaving (31% better than
the national average).

